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The most important examples for the study of autonomous nonlinear delay dif-
ferential equations, which describe delayed feedback, during the last decades have
been Wright’s equation
x′(t) = −αx(t− 1)[1 + x(t)]
from 1955 [61] and the Mackey-Glass equations
(0.1) P ′(t) =
β0θ
n
θn + (P (t− τ))n
− γ P (t)
and
(0.2) P ′(t) =
β0θ
nP (t− τ)
θn + (P (t− τ))n
− γ P (t)
with positive parameters β0, θ, γ, τ and an integer n > 0, from 1977 [32]. Closely
related to Eq. (0.2) is
(0.3) x′(t) = −p x(t) + e−x(t−h)(x(t − h))8
with parameters p > 0, h > 0. According to my knowledge this form was proposed
by Andrzej Lasota [23]. All of these equations can be transformed to
(0.4) x′(t) = −µx(t) + f(x(t− 1))
with a parameter µ ≥ 0 (for Wright’s equation as long as solutions x > −1 are
considered). The main difference is that in case of Wright’s equation and in Eq.
(0.1) the nonlinearities f are monotone while for the Mackey-Glass equation (0.2)
and for Eq. (0.3) f is unimodal, or a hump function. This causes entirely different
solution behaviour: In case of monotonicity there is a planar attractor of almost all
solutions, with nested periodic orbits, see [60] and also [40, 41], while for (suitable)
hump functions chaotic dynamics exist (which are impossible for planar flows).
In the sequel I describe the role of the Mackey-Glass equation (0.2) and of Eq.
(0.3) in the study of nonlinear delay differential equations, as far as rigorous math-
ematical results are concerned, and from the very personal point of view of my
own involvement. Numerical work will only briefly be touched. In fact, there is
a much wider area of work in more applied fields which has been inspired by the
Mackey-Glass equations.
The latter were proposed by Michael Mackey and Leon Glass as a model for the
feedback control of blood cells, among others. At about the same time, even a little
earlier, another equation of the form (0.1) with a monotone nonlinearity had been
suggested for the same purpose, by Lasota and Marie Wazewska-Czyzewska [25].
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2Immediately after the paper [32] had appeared it attracted the attention of math-
ematicians interested in nonlinear dynamics and functional differential equations.
Certainly the word chaos coined by Jim Yorke in 1975 for complicated solution
behaviour played a role here. The paper [27] by Tien-Yien Li and Yorke on in-
terval maps had popularized the theme of complicated motion, after the work of
Steven Smale [54] and Leonid Shilnikov [50] on diffeomorphisms and flows (and
after Aleksandr Sharkovsky’s beautiful paper on interval maps [49] which became
widely known much later).
It was in the summer of 1978, during a 4 month visit to Sonderforschungsbereich 72
at the university in Bonn, that I began to learn about chaotic dynamics, together
with a group of graduate students of Heinz-Otto Peitgen, among them Norbert
Angelstorf, Hubert Peters, Michael Pru¨fer, and Hans-Willi Siegberg. All of us
were working on functional differential equations. The main topic at the time
were existence and global bifurcation of periodic solutions, and the relations to
fixed point theory. The Li-Yorke route to chaos via period doubling bifurcations
(the Feigenbaum scenario [12]) was clearly most appealing to anyone in this area
(of FDEs), with the chaos observed by Mackey and Glass in simple-looking, nice
equation as a far aim. Nowadays mathematical results came quite close to this aim
- but it is not yet reached and remains a challenge which calls for new ideas. - In a
seminar in Bonn we became acquainted with shift dynamics and Li-Yorke chaos for
interval maps [27], the little brother of chaos for horseshoe homeomorphisms [54].
In 1979 there appeared Roger Nussbaum’s paper [44] which established coexistence
of different periodic orbits for Eq. (2) with µ = 0 and certain hump-shaped nonlin-
earities, as in the Mackey-Glass equation (0.2). One of the first proven results (to
my knowledge) exactly for the Mackey-Glass equations is local Hopf bifurcation of
periodic solutions, due to Mario Martelli, Klaus Schmitt and Hal Smith [42].
In the small group in Bonn Hubert Peters rediscovered that step functions as non-
linearities can make dynamics generated by a delay differential equation accessible,
and that one can compute periodic solutions explicitly. (Similar ideas had been
used earlier, also in work on complicated dynamics, see e. g. [26], but we were not
yet aware of this.) My contribution was the observation that in case of such simple
nonlinearities one can introduce local coordinates and reduce the semiflow as well
as Poincare´ return maps to explicitly given maps in finite dimensions. (Much later
this became chapter XVI in the monograph [6]). In the following years Peters and
Siegberg reduced Poincare´ return maps for certain delay differential equations with
step functions as nonlinearities to interval maps and obtained Li-Yorke chaos in this
way [46, 51]. I showed that for equations with smooth nonlinearities (which were
still constant on long intervals) there are unstable periodic orbits with homoclinics,
and that close to this structure Li-Yorke chaos exists [57].
During a year at Michigan State University, 1979-1980, I met Lasota and Pavol
Brunovsky - all of us being brought together by Shui-Nee Chow. From Andy I
learnt about his work with Wazewska-Czyzewska [25], and about his topological
and measure-theoretic ideas on chaos which gave us another strong impetus to
explore complicated motion. Also his interest in applications in physiology and cell
biology was very inspiring. Not being experts in stochastics, Andy’s paper [24] was
closest to our abilities. Palo got into the area and obtained a result for first order
PDEs [2] which was related to [24]. - A little later Uwe an der Heiden and I obtained
3Li-Yorke chaos for a delay differential equation with a smooth nonlinearity (but still
close to a step function) which was modelled after the Mackey-Glass equation (0.2)
and Eq. (0.3) [1].
Another area of research which to some extent was motivated by the route to chaos
in the Mackey-Glass equations concerns the development of numerical methods for
bifurcation diagrams which follow the fixed point index along the branches in the
diagram. Ju¨rgens, Peitgen, Pru¨fer and Dietmar Saupe [48] worked in this direction,
both on the theoretical foundation and on the improvement of algorithms.
I became interested in the very first step of this route and obtained a result on
secondary bifurcation of periodic orbits in delay differential equations with hump
nonlinearities, like the sine function [58]. This included a new approach to Floquet
multipliers of periodic solutions of such equations, via a characteristic equation
which involved a boundary value problem for an ODE. Since then this approach
to Floquet multipliers has been used and extended in numerous papers, and is still
the object of on going research. Work with Chow [5] on stability and more recently
with Alexander Skubachevsky [52, 53], and by Nikolay Zhuravlev [62, 63] must be
mentioned here.
Nussbaum [45]and Steven Chapin [3, 4] extended the nonuniqueness result from
[44] and achieved very sharp estimates of the shape of periodic solutions of Eq.
(0.2) with µ = 0.
In a series of papers [35, 36, 37, 38, 39] John Mallet-Paret and Nussbaum found
that the routes to chaos for the parametrized difference equation
(0.5) xn+1 = f(xn)
and for the delay differential equation
(0.6) ǫ x˙(t) = −x(t) + f(x(t− 1))
with ǫ > 0 small are not the same; the dynamics given by Eq. (0.6) is much richer,
and part of it is mirrored by a difference equation which is different from Eq. (0.5).
Relations between Eq. (0.4) and the difference equation
x(t) = f(x(t− 1)), t ∈ R,
were also discussed in the survey paper [16] by Anatoli Ivanov and Sharkovsky.
Mallet-Paret [34] constructed a Morse decomposition of the global attractor for
equations
(0.7) x′(t) = f(x(t), x(t − 1))
which generalize Eq. (0.4) with negative and positive feedback. The invariant
Morse sets of this decomposition may contain chaotic solutions.
A challenge in the early 1980ies certainly was to get existence of chaos for delay dif-
ferential equations with nonlinearities not resembling step functions, and not only
Li-Yorke chaos which is tied to non-injectivity but the kind of chaos for injective
horseshoe maps where a Bernoulli shift in finitely many symbols represents the
complicated solution behaviour. A first result in this direction is [59], for an equa-
tion without decay term (µ = 0 in Eq. (0.4) above) and for nonlinearities which
are periodic (not in time, of course). The structure underlying chaos is a chain of
unstable periodic orbits with heteroclinic connections. The result in [59] required
4the extension of general theory on hyperbolic sets, shadowing and transversal ho-
moclinic points from the case of diffeomorphisms in finite dimensions to the case
of continuously differentiable maps, not necessarily injective, in arbitrary Banach
spaces. This extension was done in work with Heinrich Steinlein [55, 56], who pro-
posed the crucial wider notion of hyperbolic sets which made this theory elegant.
Further extensions of the general theory are due to Bernhard Lani-Wayda [17],
who also obtained existence of chaotic motion for delay differential equations in a
Shilnikov scenario, with a homoclinic loop at a stationary state and with hetero-
clinics connecting stationary states [19].
Not long ago Lani-Wayda and Roman Szrednicki established existence of chaotic
motion for delay differential equations by means of a generalized Lefschetz fixed
point theorem [20].
Considering the route to chaos via bifurcations of periodic solutions it must be said
that period doubling could not yet be shown in case of delay differential equations.
However there are deep and beautiful results on sequences of secondary bifurcations
along a branch of periodic solutions, for equations (0.4) without decay term. This
is work of Peter Dormayer [7, 9, 10]. Related is work by him on Floquet multipliers
[8], and jointly with Lani-Wayda [11], also on Floquet multipliers and secondary
bifurcation of periodic solutions.
Christopher McCord and Konstantin Mischaikow constructed a semiconjugacy be-
tween the flow on the attractor of a delay differential equation and a model flow of
an ordinary differential equation, using ideas related to the Conley index [43].
A further step towards a proof of chaotic motion in the Mackey-Glass equation
was done in the 1990ies. Lani-Wayda and I obtained chaos for Eq. (0.3) with
µ = 0 in the negative feedback case [21, 22]. Here chaos occurs near a solution
which is homoclinic to a hyperbolic unstable periodic orbit. The latter was found
in joint work with Ivanov [14]. The nonlinearities considered in [21, 22] are smooth
and not close to step functions but have a complicated shape with several humps.
Later Lani-Wayda improved the technique and succeeded to establish chaos for
equations with nicer nonlinearities, with only one hump - as in the Mackey-Glass
equation [18]. Up to now this is the result which is closest to a proof of chaos in
the Mackey-Glass equations.
Conditions for stability and attractivity of the positive stationary state of Eqs.
(0.2) and (0.3) were studied by Ivanov, Eduardo Liz, Clotilde Martinez, Victor
Tkachenko, Elena and Sergei Trofimchuk, and Gergely Ro¨st [15, 28, 30, 31, 29, 47].
Closely related to the Mackey-Glass equation is work by Mackey, Chunhua Ou,
Laurent Pujo-Menjouet, and Jianhong Wu [33] on existence and stability of periodic
solutions with long period, for a delay differential system which is a more specific
model for the regulation of blood cell populations.
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